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  BM ART is pleased to announce CHEN Che’s solo exhibition, The Vacation, is going to open on 
19th April at JING WANG JIA YUAN flat space.  This is his first exhibition at the gallery, and it lasts 
until 17th May, 2015.

  This exhibition shows the latest works of CHEN Che’s art experimental practices in his recent 
two years.  He is good at rethinking and pondering the daily material properties and philosophical 
meaning with multiple perspectives in daily life aesthetic experience.  In his works physicalized 
materials are more like art experimental rules. His use of physical materials are utilized to set 
experimental art rules.
  
  In the work of "Transparent Stream", CHEN Che used an inkjet printer to output some digital 
landscape color photos which he took in UK.  The digital data is taken as the second field, while 
the inkjet prints become the third presence of his creation practice.  To recall the absent scenic 
spot (the first field), he only uses running water to draw on the film’s uncovered prints. What is 
interesting is that the water blots natural saturation formed a natural texture, also skillfully removing 
the brush marks, which coincide with the natural state of the streams.  His artistic practice can be 
viewed as the way contemporary Chinese artists use their experience to create landscape, but in 
the digital technology era.  CHEN Che creates these natural and humane works of art using 
introspective experiences affectively to fabricate natural looking images.  

  While in the work of "The Plant", CHEN Che draws the freeze-frames of the video that record the 
growth of plant cells under a microscope.  He has drawn many layers on a canvas and each layer 
is quite thin.  After superimposing several mixed medias, he accidentally discovered the airbrush 
left the palette with a natural state of casually overlying colorful blots. The effect perfectly coincides 
with the timeline of the painting as well as the forming of the color layers. He then transfers the 
layers of color on the palette to the painting, to display the mutual overlapped image in one 
painting. In his view, technology has clouded our vision of the natural scenery and the only way to 
reclaim it is through the freeze-frame images that he creates. 



  In 2013, CHEN returned to Beijing after spending 10 years in the UK.  He recently built a 50-
square-meter vegetable farm in his long time uncultivated backyard area of the Beijing studio.  Not 
only fruit trees and flowers, he but also has been cultivating a variety of vegetables and melons.  
He really enjoys the vacation-like farming time and gains peace of mind in doing so.  Coincidently, 
the process that the crops can only change according to the natural laws are consistent with his 
artistic conceptions.  In the work "The Mold", CHEN Che noticed the aesthetic mold caused by 
deterioration on the surface of a melon that was harvested in the garden.  He decided to follow the 
natural process of mildew and painted it day-by-day.  Additionally, he has set a rule for himself that 
the new sketch will have less brush traces made than in the previous layer.  He tries to simulate 
the natural process of growth or deterioration by overlapping layer upon layer, thus progressively 
removing painting features. In the case of “The Mold”, he is attempting gain immediate access to 
“present” time which is constantly opposed to “virtual” time.  

  In the work of "The Community", CHEN Che has collected several dead tree trunks that 
surprisingly contained many growths. He then combines these tree trunks together and displays 
them vertically in the gallery in the shape of a tree.  In his view, the combining of dead tree trunks 
and their growths mirror that of life, such that humans are one large spontaneous social 
community. 

  The work “The 1/8 Cube” is the images of six surfaces of an unfolded cube, in which each side is 
half meter long. CHEN takes unfixed inkjet printed images of real soil and brings them to life, here 
is how: first he sowed several seeds onto the printed image; then he saturated his paint brush with 
water and blurred the color layers of the prints’ surfaces; thirdly he moulded the prints’ surfaces by 
modifying the transformation of the soil, similar to the process of irrigation; finally he hid the traces 
of seeds in the overlapped color layers.  “The 1/8 Cube”  is displayed with unfolded surfaces, thus 
subtly indicating the origin and destination of the fruit harvested in CHEN’s work called “The 
Aggregate”. 

  CHEN Che was born in 1972 in Hebei province, and graduated from the University of the Arts 
London Chelsea College of Art and Design (UAL) in 2005 (MA). He currently lives and works in 
Beijing.


